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The COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic: consequences for occupational health
We live in unprecedented modern times experiencing how an outbreak of a particular viral disease, COVID-19,
caused by SARS-CoV-2, also commonly referred to as the Coronavirus, is disrupting societies and personal lives.
The virus is likely to spread to most, if not all, countries, illustrating the interconnectedness of the world. At the time
of writing, Italy and Spain have become the epicenters in terms of fatalities in Europe, whereas the United States
has recorded the most diagnosed cases worldwide. While many national measures to contain, suppress, mitigate,
or delay the spread of the virus are being taken, there is great uncertainty as to which measures are appropriate or
not, varying from instructions of stringent hand hygiene; travel restrictions; social distancing; and closure of schools,
restaurants, bars and shops to a complete lock down of large parts of society. Science-based evidence informing the
policy about the efficaciousness and possible adverse effects of these measures are urgently needed. As there is a
lack of both data and insight into the mechanisms of the pandemic, generating this science-based evidence will take
some time. Key epidemiological numbers, such as the attack rate of the disease and the infection–hospitalization
and infection–fatality ratios, are not yet available, and estimates based on the existing limited data come with huge
uncertainties (1, 2). Thus, scientists blindfolded by the lack of data have to inform a policy that needs to decide about
far-reaching measures fundamentally changing societies and individuals’ lives. It’s an uncomfortable situation.
COVID-19 is a tremendous challenge for occupational health. Workers in many occupations are facing high
risks of becoming infected. There is a long list of jobs that involve direct contact with the public and close physical proximity to others. Workers in shops, bars, restaurants, fast food, and delivery services are at increased risk
for exposure to infected persons due to the large number of daily contacts. Barbers, manicurists, and physical
therapists work in close proximity to their customers. However, there are also many jobs where workers have the
freedom of being able to work from home, thus considerably reducing the risk to contract the virus. For example,
the authors of this editorial are working from home, but communication is easy through email and Skype.
Without any doubt, healthcare personnel deservedly receive nationwide attention these days. They are at
the forefront of combatting this outbreak. Not only is their work stress at record high, their healthcare organizations are under severe pressure and many are struggling to cope with care needs of so many critically ill patients
simultaneously. Healthcare professionals are at increased risk of exposure to high viral load because of their close
contact with COVID-19 patients, which puts them at risk of becoming infected. At the same time, they themselves
are an important source of transmitting the disease to colleagues, patients, friends, and family. Healthcare workers cannot stay at home in times of capacity problems in health emergencies. In a recent letter, a physician asked
himself the question: “Am I part of the cure, or am I part of the disease?” (3)
Early evidence from Wuhan, the origin of the worldwide outbreak, indicated that - of all Coronavirus infected
cases - almost 4% had comprised healthcare personnel, and five deaths among healthcare workers had been
confirmed (4). In Italy, the most affected country in Europe, on March 26, 2020, it was reported that more than
5,000 healthcare workers had tested positive for the Coronavirus and more than 40 had died as a result of COVID-19 (5). The daily reality in Italian hospitals is grim: insufficient testing capacity, lack of suitable protective
equipment, lack of mechanical ventilators, wards not isolated from each other, and patients in beds in corridors.
The capacity of the national health system is stretched to its limits and, in the most affected region of Lombardy,
clearly insufficient (6). In such a crisis, it is imperative to ensure that healthcare workers are protected, for their
own safety and to safeguard the healthcare system but also to prevent transmission of the virus. It is obvious that
we have to revert to the proven strategies to protect workers by creating awareness of risks and providing personal
protective equipment as well as appropriate hygiene procedures. Almost 15 years ago, prompted by the SARS
epidemic, Descatha and colleagues (7) already pleaded for such contingency plans in healthcare in the event of
an influenza pandemic.
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Companies will have to deal with the psychosocial and psychological consequences of the current Coronavirus outbreak. Specifically, healthcare organizations will need to deal with insomnia, burnout, depressive symptoms, and post-traumatic stress disorders among healthcare workers. In Wuhan hospitals support teams have
been set up to provide individual psychological guidance and group-based interventions (8). An important source
of psychological distress are the impossible decisions (who to treat first?) under extreme work pressure. A recent
analysis of previous major incidents called not only for peer-support programs during the crisis but also for active
monitoring and adequate availability of mental treatment to prevent long-term damage to healthcare staff (9).
The long-lasting societal effects of this pandemic are impossible to estimate yet. National, regional or global economic recessions seem to be inevitable. We know from previous economic crises, such as the recession in Finland in the
1990s (10) and the global financial crisis of 2007–2009 (11, 12) that there were marked effects on people’s health, both
on those who lost their jobs and those remaining at work. Thus, efforts on containment, suppression and mitigation are
not only needed with regard to the virus but also with regard to possible adverse societal and economic consequences.
COVID-19 will have both a short-term and long-lasting impact on societies, healthcare systems, workplaces
and individuals alike. As occupational health professionals we must contribute with our knowledge and insights
to provide appropriate occupational health for all workers affected directly and indirectly by this pandemic.
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